GO TO HANCOCKOUTDOORS.COM
TO HEAR THE DOMINATOR CALL® AUDIO SOUNDS,
SEE VIDEOS, AND READ FULL DETAILED
INSTRUCTIONS
PLEASE NOTE: CHANGE THE REED/BANDS EACH SEASON, OR FREQUENTLY, FOR PRECISE
GAME CALL SOUNDS. EXTRA REED/BANDS ARE INCLUDED WITH EACH DOMINATOR CALL®
PURCHASE. REPLACEMENT BAND KIT ALSO AVAILABLE @ HANCOCKOUTDOORS.COM

Written Instructions Below
HOW TO USE: THE FOUR-TIME AWARD WINNING DOMINATOR CALL®
1. ELK COW CALL: Use the small end of the Dominator Call®. Slightly bite down and blow lightly through
the opening. The sound produced will be a high pitched “meee”. While still biting and producing this
“meee” sound, slowly ease off your bite. It will sound like “owww”. Combine the two sounds together
to produce the “meee-owww” sound. This “meee-owww” sound is produced by the Cows, Calves, and
Bull Elk throughout the year.
2. CHUKAR CALL: Use the small end of the Dominator Call®. Slightly bite down and say the word “TuckTuck-Tuck-Tuck-Tuck” between 5 to 7 times. If you make this call in an area where there are Chukars,
they will make this call sound back to you. This is a locator call sound. You can now pursue the Chukar.
3. PREDATOR CALLS: Use either the small or large end of the Dominator Call®. The small end will produce
a high pitch sound, while the large end will produce a deeper sound tone. Using either end of the call,
slightly bite down and blow moderately through the call. Create short and long drawn out “waaawaaa” crying sounds and mix in short and long bursts to imitate small or large animals that are
distressed or injured. Remember, the key is to impart a suffering emotion into the call for the best
results. The more distressed the animal sound, the better the results. All predator animals such as
Wolves, Coyotes, Fox, Bobcats, Lynx, Cougar/Mountain Lion, and Bears, as well as all predatory birds
are willingly eager to come into your distressed animal sounds. On occasion, deer will respond and
come in as well. Remember, practice makes perfect.
4. TURKEY CALLS: Use the small end of the Dominator Call® for making all Turkey call sounds.
A. Yelp: Suck through the small end of the Dominator Call® while biting and releasing your bite
repeatedly every second for about 4 or 5 seconds. Repeat this sound about 2 to 3 times every
minute. Keep practicing and you will be able to make an excellent Turkey yelp call sound.
B. Kee-Kee-Run: Bite down on the small end of the Dominator Call®, say and repeat the words “KeeKee-Kee” into the call. Repeat this sound 3 to 5 times within a minute or two. With practice, you
can make the Kee-Kee-Run sound with ease.
C. Purrs: Bite down on the small end of the Dominator Call®, blow softly and trill softly (trilling is the
rapid vibration of the tip of your tongue behind the upper teeth and roof of your mouth) for about
1 to 3 seconds. Repeat this sound 3 to 5 times. Keep practicing for practice makes perfect.

D. Cackle: On the small end of the Dominator Call®, bite down, then release your bite quickly while
sucking through the call. Bite and release 5 to 8 times in a 3 to 5 second period. Wait 15 seconds,
then repeat it again. During a 10 to 15-minute period, repeat the Turkey Cackle sound about 5 to
10 times. When a Tom Turkey hears this call sound, he will likely gobble and come toward you.
Keep practicing.
E. Peacock Locator: Using the small end of the Dominator Call®, bite down and blow through the call
while saying the word “how-how-how-how-how” about 3-5 times. Quit blowing. In a minute or
two, repeat it again. When a Tom Turkey hears this sound, it will trigger a gobble from him. This is
an excellent call for locating Tom Turkeys.
5. DEER CALLS: Use the large end of the Dominator Call® for making all deer sounds EXCEPT the Tending
Buck Grunt (5D), and Buck Wheeze (5E).
A. Deer-in-Distress: Bite down on the call opening about halfway and blow moderately through the
large end of the Dominator Call®. The sound being produced is pleading, urgent and distressed.
Blow for 3 to 5 seconds and then repeat it. Repeat this sequence 4 to 5 times every minute in an
area where there are deer. Because of the maternal instinct deer have, sometimes they will come
to you on the run. The Deer-in-Distress call sound will also attract all predators so be alert and
prepared.
B. Common Doe Bleat: Bite down on the call opening about halfway on the large end of the
Dominator Call®. Blow softly through the call for about 1 to 2 seconds. It will sound like “Baaaa”,
similar to the sound made by sheep. Repeat this call sound every 3 to 5 second for up to 30
seconds in your setup. Stop calling. Repeat this sound every 10-15 minutes. You can also draw this
sound out for 4 to 5 seconds by blowing longer. The Common Doe Bleat call sound effectively
draws in both Bucks and Does. Stay in place for 20 to 30 minutes per calling segment.
C. Fawn Bleat: Use the large end of the Dominator Call®. Follow the same instructions described in
making the Common Doe Bleat call sound, except bite down harder on the large end of the call. By
doing so, this will produce a higher pitch Bleat sound that Fawn Deer make. Both Bucks and Does
will respond to this call sound. Predator animals will also respond.
D. Tending Buck Grunt: Use the serrated side of the Dominator Call® for making the deer grunt call
sound by friction. Rub the serrated edge across a small tree limb, the limb of your bow, or over the
stock of a firearm 3 to 5 times. Do this sound sparingly about every 10 minutes in you setup. Any
object that you are rubbing the serrated edge of the Dominator Call® against will serve as a
sounding board to produce a Tending Buck Grunt sound. The 6 raised nodules that make up the
serrated edge are designed to produce the rhythm and an excellent Deer Tending Buck Grunt
sound by friction. When a Buck Deer hears the Grunt sound, he will come into this sound.
E. Buck Wheeze: Use the Wheeze Baffle in the center of the Dominator Call®. To produce the Buck
Wheeze sounds, place your mouth over the Wheeze Baffle. Inhale and exhale 4 to 5 times, for 3 to
4 seconds through the Wheeze Baffle. As air is drawn in and out of the Baffle, the Wheeze sound is
produced. This aggressive, nasal, chuffing sound is made by Buck Deer and will attract Bucks to you
during the rutting season. Another easy way to produce this snotty, nasal, Buck Wheeze sound is
done by simply removing the small band/reed from the small end of the Dominator Call®. Take
your fingers and squeeze closed the large end of the Dominator Call®. It is ok to leave the
band/reed intact on the large end. Next, inhale and exhale aggressively through the small end of
the call. The Wheeze sound is produced when air is drawn in and out of the Wheeze Baffle and the
two half-moon shaped orifices located on both sides of the Dominator Call®.
6. QUAIL CALLS: Use the small end of the Dominator Call™ for making ALL Quail call sounds.

A. Bobwhite Quail: Using the small end of the Dominator Call®, bite down on the opening about
halfway and say the word “two”, followed by saying “bobwhite” once through the Dominator Call®.
Wait about 15 seconds and repeat. Do these 3 to 5 times. If there are Bobwhite Quail in the area,
they will answer you and give up their location.
B. California Quail: Using the small end of the Dominator Call®, bite down on the opening about
halfway and say the word “Chicago” 3 to 5 times. Wait 15 seconds and repeat it. If there are
California Quail in the area, they will answer you and give away their location. Remain in place and
do not make any movements because the entire covey may show up near you.
C. Gambel Quail: Bite down and close off the small end of the Dominator Call® about halfway. Say
the word “How” once into the call opening. Wait about 5 to 7 seconds then repeat the sound
again. Keep this up for 5 minutes. If there are Gambel Quail in the area, they will likely answer you
back with the same call sound thus giving away their location.
7. ANTELOPE CALLS: Use the large end of the Dominator Call® for making the Pronghorn Antelope call
sounds. The Dominator Call® (Aka: Calls-M-All™ Game Call) is featured extensively in a book titled,
“Hunting Trophy Antelope”, a Do-it-Yourself Guide” by Mike Eastman. Chapter 17, Calling for Antelope
(Vocalizations), pages 263-267 is devoted entirely to using the Dominator Call®.
A. Snort: Use the large end of the Dominator Call®. Bite down and completely close off the call
opening. Blow through the closed end of the call while quickly releasing your biting pressure. This
will open the call opening and allow the air to quickly flow across the band/reed, thus producing a
sharp Snort sound. Repeat this process again and again to stop running Antelope. You cannot over
call when making the Antelope Snort. Bite and release, bite and release multiple times while
blowing. When Antelope hear the Snort sound, they will eventually stop running and look back
almost every time. This will offer you that standing still shot that you may not have had.
B. Snort/Chuckle: Use the large end of the Dominator Call®. Start by making 1 or 2 Snort call sounds
as described above in making the Antelope Snort. Follow the Snort with the Chuckle sound. To
make the Chuckle sound, bite and release, bite and release while blowing repeatedly through the
game call 4 to 6 times. A completed Snort/Chuckle will have 1 to 2 Snorts, followed with 4 to 6
Chuckles. Repeat these sounds non-stop while walking directly toward the Antelope in full view.
Never stop calling as you walk toward the Antelope. If they take off running, make the Snort sound
to stop them. Then go back to the Snort/Chuckle call sound and continue walking straight towards
the Antelope. Do not give up! Your persistence can literally pay off by allowing you to get 10 to 15
yards away from the Antelope.
8. RACCOON CALL: Use BOTH the small and large ends of the Dominator Call® for making the Raccoon
call sound. To attract Raccoons, bite down on the small end of the call and close it off about halfway.
Blow and start trilling (trilling is the rapid vibration of the tip of your tongue behind the upper teeth
and roof of your mouth). This is an aggressive chattering sound made by a young subordinate Raccoon.
Now flip the Dominator Call® over to the large end and repeat the trilling. This will produce the
aggressive chattering sound made by adult Raccoons. This sound is lower in tone than the young
Raccoon. Alternate between the young and adult Raccoon, repeating these sounds 5 to 8 times from
your setup every minute or two. Repeat it. These call sounds will attract Raccoons to you. Remember,
you are mimicking the sound of two Raccoons squabbling over a food source.
SQUIRREL CALL: Use the small end of the Dominator Call®. Bite down about halfway and say the word
“Tucka-Tucka-Tucka-Tucka-Tucka-Tucka” quickly into the call. Follow this sound by saying “Tuck-Tuck”
3 to 5 times. This sound will get Squirrels moving on the ground or up in the tree limbs, thus giving way
their location for a shot.

